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A PROBABILISTIC APPROACH TO A
BOUNDARY LAYER PROBLEM

BY

WALTER VASILAKY

Abstract. An elliptic second order linear operator is approximated by the

transition operator of a Markov chain, and the solution to the correspon-

ding approximate boundary value problem is expanded in terms of a small

parameter, up to the first order term. In characterizing the boundary values

of the first order term in the expansion, a problem of a boundary layer

arises, which is treated by probabilistic methods.

1. Introduction. Consider the boundary value problem:
n -2

Lu(x) a 2   ay(x) -¡—r- u(x)

(1.1) +2  bj(x)j- u(x) = -g(x)
y=l axJ

forx E G = {x: <i>(x) < 0},x E 7?",

and

u(x) = b(x)   forx EdG = {x: <b(x) = 0},

where <b(x) = 0 is the boundary of a closed, bounded, connected domain G

such that Vd>(x) ̂  0 for all x E3G. Assume that ay(x), bj(x), b(x),g(x),

<í>(x) are in C¿° and that the matrix (a¡j{x))nXm is uniformly positive definite.

LetpA(x, y) be a transition density of a Markov chain for which the jumps are

uniformly bounded by cA1/2, where c is a fixed positive constant and h a

small parameter. We define a transition operator Uh on Cb to be

(nj-)(x)=/pA(x,x')/(x')dx'.

Assume that

(1.2) hm  ---Lf(x)

uniformly on compacts of R" for each / E C¿. We formulate the approxi-

mate problem of (1.1) to be
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(n*«*)(*) - uh(x) - -hg(x),        XEG,

(1.3)
uh(x) = F(x), x £ G',

where F(x) is a continuous extension of the boundary values b(x) into

G' = {x: <p(x) > 0}. From the probabilistic point of view the solution to (1.3)

is

u„(x) = E¡F(x¿) + hE,

where tg is the first exit time from G of a Markov chain for which (1.2) holds.

We obtain an asymptotic expansion of the form

(1.4) "*(*) = u(x)+Vhux(x) + o(Vh)

where u(x) is the solution to (1.1) and ux(x) is the solution to another

boundary value problem, namely:

Lux(x) = —Lxu(x),       x £ G;

where L, is a differential operator determined by the Markov chain, and

ux(x) = bx(x) for x EdG, where bx is to be determined. To see the kind of

difficulties one can anticipate in characterizing bx(x), suppose we postulate

that

(UJ)(x) - (/ + hL + h3/2Lx)(f)(x) + o(h3/2),

f £ Q00; then the approximate equation (1.3) can be written in the form

(1.5) (I + hx/2Lx)uh(x) = -g(x) + o(h1/2).

Thus (1.3) can be viewed as an equation involving a singular perturbation of

the operator L.

As an example of how the operator Lx is determined by the Markov chain,

consider a probability distribution F(y) with zero mean, variance 1, third

moment m3¥=0 and density/(x); then for a(x) > 8 > 0, b(x) in C00

1

y/hajx)

y - x — hb(x)

yjha(x)

is a distribution with mean x + hb(x) and variance 1. We make a change in

variable,;' =yjha(x) z + x + hb(x) and define nA as

nhui,ix,y) =/ "/,(*> x + b(x)h +^a(x)h z)f(z) dz.

Now expanding formally by a Taylor expansion uh(x,y) with respect to.y at

y = x and collecting terms in powers of Vä , we obtain:
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^Ihuh(x,y)

+ o(h'/2).

Thus

•K»»£)+**(5M»r£)Lv)

r        W3   /„/  \\3/2   83
Lx = l\   <'<*»        V ■

We know from singular perturbation theory that, in characterizing bx(x),

we can anticipate a boundary layer problem. Employing probability methods,

we treat the boundary layer problem and obtain the characterization of bx(x).

2. The asymptotic expansion. Since no complications arise in generalizing

our results from dimension n = 2 to n > 2, we shall limit our discussion to

the two dimensional case. It is known that the limA^0 uh(x) = «(x) for

x E G, see [4]. We begin the characterization of the first order term by

proving the following:

Lemma 1. If

uh(x) - u(x)
lim    -r-r.- = M,(X)

exists uniformly on compacts in G, then it is of the form ux(x) = ü~x(x) + ûx(x),

where ût(x) is the solution to Lûx(x) = — L,«(x) with zero boundary

conditions, and ux(x) is harmonic for L inside G.

Proof. Let U(x) be a smooth extension of u(x) into G', i.e., let the inward

derivatives of u(x) agree with the corresponding outward derivatives of U(x)

on 3G. We note that w(x) possesses these inward derivatives since it is known

that if the data are smooth then so is the solution in the case of elliptic

boundary value problem [1]. It is easy to check that

U(xnh)-TCÍ   (JIh-I)U(xJ>)
7-0

is a martingale, where x, xx, x2, xn\ ... is a Markov chain satisfying the

assumptions of §1. Substituting

(IL, - I)U(x) = -hg(x) - hy2gx(x) + o(h3/2),

where Lxu(x) = g,(x), in the martingale and taking into account that the

expectation of a martingale is the same for all parameter values, that the

expectation of the martingale at / = 0 is U(x) and Doob's stopping theorem,

we have
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E^U(xko)-TCÍ\lIh-I)U(x^

= E!u(x!a) + hEÍCÍ   g(xn>)
j=Q

+ h3'2EÍ°Í  g, (xf) + EU (tc)0(«3/2)
y-o

= U(x).

Since E*(tg) < const/« for a discrete time Markov chain, see [2],

u,i%U(x) - ^-(£-*(f K) - "«))) - «eS" «WO + "(')•

But

lim hEÜ (V ft fe*)) = Ex£°giixt) dt,

where x, is a diffusion process generated by the operator L. This limit (let us

denote it by ûx(x)) is of course the solution to the Poisson equation Lûx(x) =

— gx(x) with zero boundary conditions. Now let

«■AW = ^Fi(F«)-C/«)).

By assumption limA_^w* (x) = üx(x) exists for x £ G. Let Z) be a compact

subset of G. Then by the strong Markov property

«,(*) = F>,(<) - J ¡¡!{x)HhD{x,4y),

where t0 is the first exit time from D and //^(x, ¿^) is the exit distribution

from D. Since the Yanh^0 H¡? (x, dy) is the harmonic measure on dD, it

follows that ux(x) is harmonic in D. This completes the proof of Lemma 1.

It remains to prove that the hypothesis of Lemma 1 is satisfied and to

obtain the boundary values of Ux(x). We begin by proving

Lemma 2.

hm
h->0

jc-»fcE3G

where

W(x)

*i(*)-^(*)^3?(*M))|-

<V(F(x)-U(x)),V<p(x)y

l|v<K*)n2

« • , • ) denotes inner-product).
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Proof. Let V(x) = F(x) - U(x); then

t7Í(x) = (l/AV2)#K(xTA);

if we expand V(x) in the normal direction to <i>(x) = 0, we obtain

<F(x),V<i>(x)> , ,     x
V(x) = ^-^—^- <b(x) + 0(<p2(x)).

l|V<Kx)||2      yj      KK,}

Since the jumps of the Markov chain are uniformly bounded by chl/2, we

have 0(<b2(xThc)) = 0(h). Thus

«,*(*) = -±r Exh(w(x!o)<i>(x!c)) + 0(hx/2).

Now for b on dG

te -jr\E*h(w(x?M<))- w(b)£hA<)\h-*0    VÄ

lim

x-*b

x->b

<hmkEH\w(xka)-W(b)\ = 0.
x->b

The last inequality follows from the assumption that the jumps of the Markov

chain are uniformly bounded by chx/2. Assuming the continuity of W(x), the

last equality follows fromjhe fact that V„(x) = EJ¡[\W(x?a) - W(b)\]

converges uniformly in x E G to the solution of LV = 0 with V = \W(-) —

W(b)\ on dG. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.

Thus, by Lemma 2, to identify the boundary value of Ux(x) at b, we must

identify

lim lim  -r- EÍ!á(xrh).
x-+b a^o  /j>/2    *n w

/eral preliminary lemmas.

Lemma 3. Assume the transition density ph(x,y) is such that

Urn hph(x,x + hx/2z)=p%(z),
/¡-»o
x-*b

where Po(z) is a bivariate probability density. Then for fin C¿°

x-*b A-»0   /j'/2

To this end we require several preliminary lemmas.

Ko H -Zñ-p¿x'y) dy=\ f^p  s *'
xZ°b   R1 VA JR

where pb(s) is the marginal density of < V <p(b), Z> a«¿7 Z is a random vector

with density Pq(z).
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Proof. By a Taylor expansion

<?(y) = <b(x) + < V *(*), (y - x)} + 0(\\y - x\\2).

Thus

r c J Hy) - »(*) \   ,     ,,

rr J<v<t>ix),iy-x)> + oi\\y-x\\2)\
={i f[-va-rix-y) *

= // (/( -±r < V^.(x), (y - ,)>) + -j=- 0(\\y - xf)^ph(x,y) dy

where 0(\\y - x||2) < k\\y - x\\2. But assumption (1.2) implies

Ëo  h if "^ ~ x^x'y) & = l™CQiaAx))>

thus

Jim  -j=-ff ||y-x||^(x,y)^ = 0.

Taking z = (y — x)/Vh we have

- // /« V *(*)• *»%(*> * + Väz" ) dz.

But

lim hph(x, x + Vä z) = Po (z).
A—»O
x-»¿>

Therefore,

lim f{f((V<?(x),zy)hph(x,x+Vhz)dz=(f(s)pb(s)ds.
A-»0     „2 •'/c*--ï

This completes the proof of Lemma 3.

Lemma 4. Let

zA(«) = (l/VÄ )*(*„"),

where {xk) is a Markov chain starting at x E G with transition density

ph(x,y). Then for every k, zh(l) - zA(0), zA(2) - zA(l),..., zh(k) - zh(k - 1)

converge weakly to z(l) — z(0), z(2) - z(l),..., z(k) — z(k -l)asA->0

and x->b where z(/?)(« = 0, I, 2, ...) is a random walk with transition

density pb (s).
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Proof. To show that any finite number of increments of zh(n) (n = 0, 1,

2,... ) converge weakly to the corresponding finite number of increments of

z(n) (n — 0, 1,2,...), it suffices to show that for any k,

lim E!(fx(z„(l) - zh(0))f2(zh(2) - zh(l)) ■ ■ ■ fk(z„(k) - zh(k - 1)))
n—+\J
*-»¿

= Eb(fx(z(l) - z(0))f2(z(2) - z(l)) ■ ■ -fk(z(k) - z(k - 1)))

where/ (j = 1, 2,... k) are any continuous, bounded functions. Now

EhMzh(l) - z„(0))f2(zh(2) - zh(l)) ■ ■ -fk(zh(k) - zh(k - 1))

r    , / *(*i) - <t>(x) \ t ( <K*2) - <K*i) \        e ( <>(xk) - <>(xk-i) \

'LA   vi   r\-^fh—i'"fk[—v^—j
*Ph(x> xi)Ph(xi> x2) ' • • Ph(xk-i> xk) dx\ dx2 - ■ ■ dxk.

We shall evaluate one factor at a time; in the limit this will permit us to write

the above expectation as a product of expectations. Evaluating the limit of

the kth factor first, i.e., by Lemma 3

te // /*(HXk) ~^(Xk~l) )dXk=fRs(s)pb(s) *»  ^€jR2-

Similarly, by Lemma 3 we evaluate the limit of the (k - l)th factor, and

again obtain fxf(s)pb(s) ds. Continuing to evaluate each consecutive factor

in the same manner, we obtain

lim E& (zh(l) - 2,(0)) • • • fk(z„(k) -z„(k- 1))
n—*u
x¡-*b

i = k-l,k-2,...,0

= ffx(s)pb(s)ds---  ffk(s)p»(s)ds.
JR JR

This implies that z(i) - z(i - 1) (/ = 1, 2,..., k) are independent and

identically distributed, and thus z(n), n = 0, 1, 2,..., is a random walk.

This completes the proof of Lemma 4.

Lemma 5.

x-*b

*(*)/VA~-»-,

where x„A is a Markov chain with transition density p¿(x,y) and z(n) is a

random walk with transition density pb(s).

Remark. The
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b w *w<»
is nonuniform near the boundary of G; thus great care must be taken in how

we let h -» 0 and x -» b. Above we let h -» 0 and x -» 6 in such a way that

<¡>(x)/Vh-*-s

then in order to evaluate

lim lim  -~ EkU(xTh))
■x->6 A->0   v^

we shall let s -» oo. Fi^z^)) is the expected overshoot in the normal

direction over the boundary at x = b of the random walk z(«) starting at — s.

Proof. We note that

^C) = 0/VA)c>«);

thus

zh{0) = 4>(x)/Vh,

and thus

(l/V£)Fx*(ci»(X)) - F,w/va(za(tc)).

By Lemma 4 the finite dimensional distributions of the stochastic process

zhin) ih- = 0, 1, 2, . . . ) converge weakly to the finite dimensional

distributions of the random walk z(ri) (n = 0, 1, 2,... ). Since tg = inf„{n:

zh(ri) > 0} is finite almost surely, it follows by a standard weak convergence

argument that

Jim        £*W/v* zh(rG) = Et, (z(tg)).

x->b

tttx)/Vh~-*-s

This completes the proof of Lemma 5.

Remark. Assuming that pi (z) in Lemma 3 is such that // zpo (z) dz — 0,

then the random walk z(ri) will be persistent and by the Renewal Theorem

lim^^ EÍS z(tg) exists; it is shown in [3] that for a persistent, nonlattice

random walk the limiting exit distribution exists.

We shall assume:

(2.1) lim Eis z(tg) exists uniformly in b E 9G.

In (2.1) we are assuming that if two boundary points are close then so are the

expected overshoots, in the normal directions to the boundary at these points,

of the random walk z(ri). For this it is enough to assume sufficient smooth-

ness of the boundary and the transition density.

Denote EÍs(z(tg)) by Vs(b) and lim^^V^b) by V(b). Our next objective
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is to show that limA_0 t7f(x) = w,(x) exists, Lt7, = 0, and Ux(x) takes on the

boundary value W(b)V(b) at b E3G. To this end we first prove the fol-

lowing

Lemma 6. Let P„ be a sequence of probability measures on a measurable space

(X, 5) converging weakly to a probability measure P, where X is a complete

separable metric space and € its Borel field. Let C be a closed set in *$ such

that P(C) = 1; letfn(x) be a sequence of measurable Junctions on X andf(x) a

measurable function on X. Furthermore assume

(l)\fn(x)\<Kforalln,and

(2) liav.oo«,-«6c \f„(xn) - f(x)\ < 8;
then

îîm" \ffn(x) dPn(x) -f f(x) dP(x)\ < 8.

Proof. Suppose the conclusion is not true; then there exist a subsequence

f^(x) and Pnj such that

M   [ f(x) dP^ - f f{x) dPix) =*8'>8.
nj      JX JX

But P„ converges weakly to P; thus by a theorem of Skorohod there exist a

probability space (Q, 2, Tí) and random variables x„(w), x(u>) such that

n(x„j'(^)) = Pnj(A), and n(x"'(^)) = P(A) for all AE ff; further, xnj(o>)
converges in probability to x(w), and there exists a further subsequence x„ (u)

which converges to x(w), almost surely. Thus by assumption (2)

£l4K<">WM">>l<a
a.e., and by the Bounded Convergence Theorem

*~ |j[/%K<")) rfn(«) -X/(jc(w)) rfn(ö)

But this contradicts the assumption that

Km | £/,(*) dPnj(x) - jf f(x) dPix)

This completes the proof of Lemma 6.

Lemma 7. lim^uf (x) = Ux(x) exists; LUx(x) = 0/or x EG and ¿7,(6) =

W(b)V(b),b EdG.

Proof. Let tjA be the first exit time of a Markov chain {x*} with transition

densityph(x,y) from {x: <#>(x) < - shx/2), s > k, where khx'2 is the uniform

bound on the jumps of <b(xb). Then by assumption (2.1), Lemma 2 and

Lemma 5 we have

<8.

- 8' > 8.
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lim       \ülh(x)-W(b)VAb)\=0,

x-*b

<¡>(x)/VA-«'

where Vs.(b) = EÍs.(z(tg)). From this it follows that for every b £ dG,

lim \uxh(x)-W(b)V(b)\

x-*b

-sVii <<j^x)<-sVh +cVh

<     sup      \W(b)Vs.(b)-W(b)V(b)\
S — C<S'<3

<sup \W(b)\     sup      sup \Vs.(b) - V(b)\
b s — c<s'<s     b

= sup\W(b)\&(s- c)
b

where &(s) = sup0i sup6 | Vs,(b) - V(b)\. By our assumption (2.1) 6(s) -»0

as s -> oo. Now by the .strong Markov property

«?(*) = F*«,«) = // u!(x)W(x, dy),
D

D = {x: -shx'2 < <p(x) < -5Ä'/2 + cä1/2},

where H¡¡(x, dy) is the exit distribution from {s: -shi/2 > <p(x)). It is well

known that for regular boundary points b £ dG,

lim H*Ax,dy) = H(x,db),
A->0
x-*b

where F/(jc, db) is the harmonic measure on dG. Setting C = 3G, /, = ¿7*,

/ = ¿7, P„ = Hj¡, P = H and S (j) = 5 in Lemma 6, and noting that all the

assumptions of Lemma 6 are met, we can conclude by Lemma 6 that

lim  \uxh(x)-ux(x)\
h->0

— lim
A-»0

// ¡7* (x)tf¿ (x, #) - f   ^(6) K(¿)/í (x, db)
J A Jar.dG

< &(S - c).

But «*(x) and t7,(x) are independent of s, and &(s — c) -»0 as s -» co. This

completes the proof of Lemma 7.

Recalling that /^(x) = m,(x) + ux(x) where ûx(x) satisfies the Poisson

equation, Lûx = - g„ with zero boundary condition and ¿7j(x) is harmonic

for L inside G with the boundary values given by Lemma 7. We can now

summarize our results by the following

Theorem. Let
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and

then

A = (x: <i>(x) < d < 0],

V(b)=       lim -jr £Mx,*)v ' „->o VÄ
x-*b

<¡>(x)/VA-»0O

<V(F(x)-í/(x)),V<í>(x)>
W(x) =

lim  sup
*—0  x(=A

l!V<i»(x)|i2

uh(x) - u(x)
ux(x) = 0,

Vh

where ux(x) is the solution to Lux(x) = — g,(x) with boundary values ux(b) =

W(b)V(b),bEdG.
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